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Abstract
Three Minor League Baseball leagues across the Southeastern United States are studied in order to determine what
drives fan attendance. Individual game attendance and game characteristics are examined for three leagues located
in the American southeast, the Florida State League, the Southern League, and the South Atlantic League. Despite
the three leagues encompassing different levels of play (from A to AA), the determinants of attendance are similar
across leagues. Factors affecting attendance such as winning percentage, weather conditions, local income and
population, and individual game promotions, such as fireworks, are explored.
Keywords: Baseball, Forecasting Attendance, Promotions, Team Performance, Scoring
The study of fan attendance in sports has always been particularly interesting to many economists. Attempting to
decipher the factors which influence fan demand for sporting events offers an intriguing laboratory for the study of
consumer behavior. Baseball has been the most often studied sport, in this regard, due to the availability of data and
the general statistical interest common to many baseball fans and economic researchers alike.
This study attempts to determine if fan interest is similar across different baseball leagues in the American
southeast. The southeastern part of the United States tends to take a great interest in sports, with many major league
teams scattered throughout its major cities and a general intense interest for college sports, particularly college
football. This area is also home to a variety of baseball teams and leagues. The American south east is home to the
Southern League, the Florida State League, and the South Atlantic (Sally) League.
Although these three leagues are all developmental baseball leagues, they offer fans an opportunity to see
talent at different stages of player progression. The Southern League offers AA baseball, one step below the highest
of the minor league levels (AAA), and includes teams in Tennessee, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and North
Carolina. The Florida State League is a class A advanced league, a notch below the AA competition. The Florida
State League has teams scattered across the state of Florida. The South Atlantic League, often referred to as the
SALLY league, is also a class A league, but does not earn the “advanced” status. Teams in the South Atlantic
League are located in North and South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, West Virginia, Maryland, and New Jersey. A
full listing of the location of teams in each league and their nicknames are given in the Appendix to this paper.
Given that these leagues exist in similar geographic areas, but are played across different levels of
competition (talent-wise), these three leagues offer the possibility of providing some insight into similarities and
differences, if any, of fan preferences across these leagues. Through the official website of minor league baseball,
www. minorleaguebaseball.com, game-by-game statistics were available for each of these leagues for the 2009
season. Game attendance, dates, scores, demographic data, including population and income, and weather conditions
were available for each game through individual box scores and other sources. In addition to this data, the
promotional events for each day were available on the individual team websites. Therefore, through the
accumulation of this data and its transformation into dummy variable categories, it is possible to study the
determinants of attendance for these three minor leagues in the American south east as it relates to winning, scoring,
weather condition, day of the week, month of the year, and promotions.
Given that there are three leagues in this area of the country, it is possible to compare and contrast how
important specific factors are to attendance at minor league baseball games. Do fans respond in the same way to
winning across all three levels of competition? Are higher-scoring teams rewarded with more fans? How do the
success of certain promotions compare across leagues? All of these questions, and others, are possible to address
through the availability of this data.

We specifically wish to test the null hypotheses that winning is an important determinant for fan
attendance, that fans prefer more scoring to less, that the day, month, and weather conditions are important, and that
promotional success is similar across these levels of competition. We investigate these issues by using regression
models individually for each of the leagues and through a pooled regression of all three leagues together. The
combination of these methods should allow for a greater understanding of what factors actually influence fan
attendance for minor league baseball games.
The paper proceeds as follows. The second section briefly reviews past literature on attendance studies. The
third section outlines the regression model and presents the results for each league. The fourth section presents and
summarizes the pooled regression results. Section five concludes the paper.
1. Past literature on attendance in major and minor league baseball
Economists have studied fan (consumer) behavior and demand for baseball game attendance through a multitude of
model specifications describing the demand for baseball game attendance. A non-exhaustive sampling of
independent variables includes population, income per capita, star players, and recent success (Noll 1974) and,
televised games, quality of the team, and availability of substitutes (Demmert 1973), expected probabilities of
winning a championship (Whitney 1988), salary structure (Richards and Guell 1998), turnover in team rosters
(Kahane and Shmanske 1997), impacts of interleague play (Butler 2002; Paul et al. 2004), new stadium
effects (Coates and Humphreys 2005; and Depken 2006), team performance as well as the impact of MLB affiliate
proximity and pricing on minor league baseball attendance (Gitter and Rhoads 2010). 1
For specific tests of the link between team performance and minor league baseball attendance, research by
Siegfried and Eisenberg (1980), and Gifis and Sommers (2006) found no link between individual team performance
and game attendance. Gitter and Rhoads (2010), examining a longer sample of average game attendance, concluded
that better team performance did lead to higher attendance in minor league baseball at the A and AA levels, which
they report as similar to the results found in minor league hockey by Winfree and Fort (2008). Gitter and Rhoads
(2010) also found home runs to increase attendance for teams at the AA level.
2. Regression model of attendance for the southern, Florida State, and South Atlantic leagues
The regression model used for this study is least squares estimation with per-game attendance as the dependent
variable. The model was run in levels. The model was also tried in log-level form and yielded similar results. The
independent variables fall into three different categories; external factors, team performance and opponent, and
promotions. Teams are assumed to be profit-maximizers, setting prices to maximize expected profits before the start
of the season. Therefore, ticket price is assumed endogenous in this model.
For each league, the first category of independent variables is demographic variables related to the cities.
Population and Income Per Capita were taken from www.city-data.com for each of the minor league cities in this
study. We would expect that larger population areas would attract a greater number of fans, therefore showing a
positive and significant effect of this variable. If minor league baseball is a normal good, which is not a given, the
effect of income per capita should be positive. If this is an inferior good along the entertainment spectrum for fans,
this variable will have a negative effect on attendance.
Stadium capacity is also included as an independent variable. Given that the minor league teams in this
sample seldom sold out for individual games, capacity does not appear to play a significant role as a binding
constraint. However, the size of the stadium may play a role in the decision of fans to attend a game. If the
stadium is rather large (perhaps oversized), compared to normal game-day attendance, fans may not enjoy the
experience as much as if the stadium was close to capacity. A number of sports teams, at the college and
professional level, often cover seats (reducing capacity) to keep the fans in the same general area of the stadium. If
fans truly enjoy the feeling of being in a more closely-populated fan atmosphere, the stadium capacity variable will
have a negative effect.
Dummy variables for the days of the week and months of the year are also included in the regression
model. Wednesday is the excluded day of the week and June is the excluded month. Logically, we would expect that
weekend days would be more popular than mid-week days and that attendance may increase during the summer
months and may increase at the end of the season in the race to make the playoffs.
The next category of independent variables includes the effects of game-day weather. These variables were
taken directly from game box scores. The variables include the game day temperature and the wind speed. To allow
for non-linear effects of these variables, the temperature-squared and wind speed-squared are also included in the
1
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model. These variables should give some insight into the optimal temperature level and level of wind (which could
cool off a warm evening or could be disrupting) for an outdoor baseball game. In addition to the continuous
variables of temperature and wind, the category of game-day weather, taken from the box score, is also included as
dummy variable categories. These categories include Clear, Cloudy, Overcast, Rain, Sunny, Drizzle and Partly
Cloudy. The excluded dummy variable category in the regression is Partly Cloudy and all other categories are
compared to this omitted category.
Another category of independent variables in the regression model accounts for on-field baseball
performance by the home team. These variables are the win percentage and the total runs per game average. The win
percentage is calculated on a running basis, with the win percentage of the home team (going into the current game)
included in the regression model. If fans prefer winning teams, this variable should have a positive and significant
effect on attendance. If fans of minor league baseball do not care about winning, caring about non-baseball factors
such as promotions and events, then this variable will not have a significant effect.
To capture the effect of scoring, which we believe serves as a proxy for in-game excitement in a baseball
game, we decided to use the total runs per game average of the home team as this independent variable. This
measure is calculated for each game based on results prior to that game. Although we considered using the runs-for
average of the home team, this variable is highly correlated with winning and therefore creates multicollinearity
problems within the regression. By taking the sum of the runs-for average and runs-against average (calling it total
runs per game average of the home team), we hope to distinguish between teams which play high scoring games as
opposed to low-scoring games. If fans do prefer more scoring to less, this variable should have a positive and
significant effect on attendance.
We were able to obtain promotions and events for each game from the websites of the leagues and
individual teams studied. To incorporate these into a regression model, we decided to classify each of the types of
promotions and events into distinct categories and create dummy variables to include in the regression. After
observing all of the types of promotions and events, we decided upon the following categories for promotions and
events, which are summarized in Table 1.
The promotions and events are presumably aimed at increasing fan attendance at games. Therefore, the
expected signs on these dummy variables are positive. If any of these promotions detracted from the experience at
the ballpark, or inadvertently drove one group of fans away as it attracted other groups of fans, it is possible that the
impact of some of these variables could be negative. In any event, given the attention and detail shown to
promotions and events at minor league baseball stadiums, it is likely these factors will impact per-game attendance.
Table 2 presents some simple descriptive statistics related to all three leagues studied. Statistics are
included for the non-binary variables included in the regression model. Means, medians, and standard deviations of
the variables are noted in the table.
Table 3 presents the regression results, side-by-side, for the Southern League, Florida State League, and the
South Atlantic League. Coefficients are presented for each independent variable along with t-statistics in
parentheses. Due to heteroscedasticity being present in the regressions, White’s heteroskedasticity-consistent
standard errors and co-variances were used and are shown in the table below.
To discuss the findings of these regression results, some similarities are immediately apparent among the
three Southeastern U.S.-based leagues. From the demographic data, all three leagues exhibit similar results with
respect to population and income per capita. Larger cities attract greater crowds at minor-league baseball

games in the American Southeast, as the size of the population was shown to have a positive and significant (at the
1% level) effect on per-game attendance. Per capita income, on the other hand, was shown to have a negative and
significant (at the 1% level) effect in all three leagues. It appears that these minor baseball leagues are considered to
be an inferior good in the minds of consumers in the Southeastern U.S. Higher-income populations appear to attend
fewer minor league baseball games and likely substitute into other forms of entertainment (sports or otherwise).
Stadium capacity was only found to have a significant effect on attendance in the Florida State League. Its
effect on per-game attendance was negative and significant at the 1% level. All but one of the teams (Daytona Cubs)
in the Florida State League play in a stadium that also houses a major league team during spring training baseball.
Therefore, many of these stadiums are built with capacities far exceeding the normal audience for single-A baseball.
The stadiums are built to handle the peak-demand season of the month of March for the many people who travel to
attend spring training games. It may be the case that the seemingly disproportionately smaller crowds for regular
season Florida State League games detract from the fan experience. In the South Atlantic and Southern leagues,
stadium capacity was not found to have a significant effect on attendance.
The day of the week dummy variables revealed somewhat consistent results, similar to what is seen in other
sports and predicted by economic theory. Games on Friday and Saturday attracted a significantly higher crowd
compared to the omitted day category—Wednesday) in the three leagues studied. This likely stems from the
opportunity cost of the fan’s (consumer’s) time being less on weekends than on weekdays due to work and school.
Thursday nights were also popular at the ballpark, as the Thursday dummy was shown to have a positive and
significant effect across all three leagues. The only other significant results related to the days of the week were in
the Florida State League, where Sunday and Monday were found to have a negative and significant effect.

The monthly dummy variables, with June being the excluded category month, showed some similarities and
differences across leagues. There did not appear to be a major boost in attendance at the end of the season in any of
the leagues, as the hunt for the playoffs did not appear to be a major deciding factor for fans in these leagues.
Attendance was particularly poor in the South Atlantic league early in the season, as games in April and May were
shown to have a negative and significant effect.
Weather appeared to play a role in per-game attendance across these leagues, with some similarities. In
relation to the subjective listing of weather conditions in the box score (converted to a dummy variable), Sunny days
appeared to be the most popular days to attend a minor-league baseball game. Significant results were found for
sunny days for the Southern League (5%) and the South Atlantic League (1% level). The drizzle category fared the
worst in relation to attendance, as negative and significant results were found for the Southern League (1% level)
and South Atlantic League (1% level and the Florida State League had negative, but insignificant results. Game
weather listed as drizzle fared far worse than game weather conditions listed as rain. This could be due to the drizzle
days being more of a steady, gloomy day with light rain which is expected to last as opposed to the rain category,
which particularly in Florida, could represent a heavy storm which could pass through the area quite quickly then
return to its normal nice weather. Cloudy days had the expected result of a negative effect (similar to the findings of
sunny and drizzle, mentioned above) in the Southern League and the South Atlantic League (1% and 5% levels
respectively), but was found to have a positive and significant effect in the Florida State League. This result could
have something to do with the subjective coding by those responsible for the box scores in these leagues, or it could
represent something to do with the relative degree of heat seen in certain cities, where a cloudy day could make the
conditions more amiable for fans to attend games.
In relation to the non-dummy variable factors relating to weather, some differences between leagues did
exist. The Southern League appeared to be least affected by temperature and wind conditions, with only the wind
speed-squared variable being statistically significant at the 10% level. In the other two leagues, temperature during
the game revealed some interesting results. The South Atlantic League is the most straight-forward to explain as
temperature was shown to have a positive and significant (at the 1% level) effect on attendance, while temperature
squared was shown to have a negative and significant effect (1% level). Simply put, in South Atlantic League
games, fans enjoyed warmer temperature days up to a point where the heat became oppressive, which at that point,
the high temperatures decreased attendance. The signs on these two variables were flipped for the Florida State
League as temperature was found to have a negative and significant effect (5% level), while temperature squared
was found to have a positive and significant effect (5% level). Given the range of temperatures during the 2009
season in the Florida State, league, however, these combined effects revealed an increase in attendance on higher
temperature days. Wind conditions also appeared important to the South Atlantic League as wind speed had a
positive and significant effect and wind speedsquared having a negative and significant effect, both at the 1% level,
suggesting that light at lower speeds, a breeze had a positive impact on attendance.
The baseball team-related variables were found to be consistent across the three leagues in terms of signs of
the coefficients on Win Percentage and Total Runs Per Game Average. Win percentage was shown to have a
positive and significant effect on attendance in the Florida State League and the South Atlantic League and a

positive, yet insignificant, effect in the Southern League. Fans appear to respond by attending more games for
winning teams in these leagues. This shows, for the most part, that winning does matter in the American Southeast
when it comes to minor league baseball and that on-field performance, not just promotions and gimmicks, plays a
key role in determining the number of fans attending games.
Scoring and excitement, proxied by the sum of the Runs-For and Runs-Against averages of the home team,
was also shown to have a positive effect across the three leagues and a significant effect in the Florida State League
(5% level) and the South Atlantic League (1% level). Fans appear to enjoy more scoring, compared to less, when
they attend a minor league baseball game in this region. On-field performance appears to play a significant role in
attendance in minor league baseball in these Southeastern U.S. leagues.
As was expected, the promotional and event dummy variables revealed some similar effects across leagues
and some individually significant factors for each league. To begin with the similar effects across these three
Southern leagues, Fireworks were shown to be quite popular, as post-game firework shows were shown to have a
positive and significant effect (at the 1% level) in all three leagues. This was, by far, the most popular promotion
throughout the season across leagues. In addition to fireworks, positive and significant effects were shown in two of
the three leagues (Florida State League being the exception) for concerts and opening day festivities.
The Southern league did not show much sensitivity to promotions or events, as doubleheaders were the
only significant event other than fireworks, concerts, and opening day. The negative effect of doubleheaders may
have something to do with the opportunity cost of time of staying for both games. This may discourage some fans
from turning out altogether. The South Atlantic League showed a few other significant effects of promotions as
merchandise giveaways were shown to positively increase attendance (at the 10% level), while group nights were
not popular as they led to a significant decline in attendance. This could be due to nongroup fans lacking a positive
connection to the specific group linked to the promotion, and therefore avoiding that game, negating the effect of the
group in question in terms of attendance. Specials involving food or (non-alcoholic) drinks appeared to decrease
attendance for the South Atlantic League teams as this promotion was shown to have a negative and significant
effect (10% level). While it is unclear why this might be the case, one possible explanation for such a result may be
an aversion to (anticipated or actual) exceptionally long lines for food or drinks.
The Florida State League appeared to have the most sensitivity to promotions as, in addition to fireworks,
family nights and athlete appearances led to positive and significant increases in attendance. Religious-themed
promotions did not fare as well in the Florida State League as these promotions led to a significant (10% level)
decrease in per-game attendance. Although religious-themed promotions may attract a certain group of baseball
fans, others appear to stay away, countering any positive effects on individual game attendance.
Other promotions which people might thought have been popular were not shown to have a significant
effect on attendance. These promotions include food/drink nights, reduced priced beer, free tickets, theme nights,
scout sleepovers, and bring your dog to the park night. None of these promotions appeared to have the desired effect
as significant increases in attendance were not found.
2.1 Pooled regression results of all 3 leagues
Another way to illustrate these results is through a pooled regression of the three leagues. The regression model is
the same as outlined for the individual league regressions above, with the fixed effect of the individual league
dummies. These results are shown in Table 4 below.
The pooled regression results illustrate the similarities of these leagues in the South, despite the difference
in class of the level of development of the players. As shown in the individual regression results above, the pooled
results reveal that higher population areas attract a greater number of fans in attendance and the income per
capita variables shows that minor league baseball is an inferior good in the Southeastern United States. Other results
which are reinforced by the pooled regression is that fans prefer weekend days, games during the summer months,
and prefer sunny days to other days.
The pooled results also affirm the idea that fans prefer winning teams and teams which play in higher
scoring games. In terms of promotions, fans enjoy fireworks, concerts, family nights, athlete appearances, and
opening day festivities across these leagues. Fans were shown to react negatively to non-family oriented group
nights and college nights. Although these promotions likely attracted fans of these individual groups, other fans
appeared to stay away due to the game festivities not being aimed at them or due to externalities caused by those
groups (i.e. college student actions at the game).
Overall, these results suggest that fans of minor league baseball in the Southeastern United States are quite
similar across different leagues. Whether the league is class A or AA, the people who choose to purchase tickets to
these games appear to be influenced by similar factors related to demographics, day/month of game, weather, team
performance, and promotions.

3. Conclusions
Three baseball minor leagues were examined across the American south east. These three leagues consisted of AA
(Southern), A-Advanced (Florida State), and A (South Atlantic) leagues. For each league a variety of information
was gathered on a game-by-game basis. This information included attendance per game, current team records and
game scores, day of the week, month of the year, demographic data, weather conditions, and promotions.
Attendance was studied for each league for the 2009 season and similarities and differences across leagues were
explored through regression models for the individual leagues and for a pooled regression across leagues.
For the most part, the regressions across the leagues revealed many similarities in fan preferences for
baseball. Population was shown to have a positive and significant effect on attendance, while income per capita was
shown to have a negative and significant effect across leagues, implying these minor leagues are an inferior good for
fans in the southeast. Winning and scoring were shown to have a positive and significant effect on attendance in the
pooled regression and for both A-level leagues (Florida State and SALLY).
Games on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday were shown to be the most popular with fans. The month,
temperature, and weather conditions were shown to have mixed effects, although the positive impact of sunny days
and the negative impact of a drizzle were shown to be significant. Some of the individual weather effects across
leagues, such as wind conditions and certain weather categories, may have to do with the relative heat in some of the
more-southern areas compared to those more positioned in the mid-south.
In relation to the promotions, the allure of fireworks cannot be denied as it was shown to have the largest
positive impact on attendance. Fireworks shows were shown to have a significant effect in all three individual
regressions and in the pooled regression. Other promotions were somewhat mixed, however, in the pooled
regression positive impacts of concerts, family nights, and athlete appearances were seen, while theme nights and
college nights led to more fans staying home rather than attending these games.
Overall, fans of minor league baseball in the southeast U.S. appear to have similar preferences. There do
not appear to be major differences across the levels of play, AA to A, with respect to fans enjoying team success,
scoring, fireworks, etc. It appears baseball fans in the Southeastern part of the U.S. have clearly well-defined
preferences for the factors which attract them to the ballpark. Future research may focus on if these preferences are
similar across different areas of the country or to Major League Baseball.
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